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\section*{ABSTRACT}
Search engines play an important role on the Web, helping users find relevant resources and answers to their questions. At the same time, search logs can also be of great utility to researchers. For instance, a number of recent research efforts have relied on them to build prediction and inference models, for applications ranging from economics and marketing to public health surveillance. However, companies rarely release search logs, also due to the related privacy issues that ensue, as they are inherently hard to anonymize. As a result, it is very difficult for researchers to have access to search data, and even if they do, they are fully dependent on the company providing them. Aiming to overcome these issues, this paper presents Private Data Donor (PDD), a decentralized and private-by-design platform providing crowd-sourced Web searches to researchers. We build on a cryptographic protocol for privacy-preserving data aggregation, and address a few practical challenges to add reliability into the system with regards to users disconnecting or stopping using the platform. We discuss how PDD can be used to build a flu monitoring model, and evaluate the impact of the privacy-preserving layer on the quality of the results. Finally, we present the implementation of our platform, as a browser extension and a server, and report on a pilot deployment with real users.

\section*{1 INTRODUCTION}
Over the past few years, researchers have demonstrated how online search data can be used to infer contextual information related to both individual users and populations, with examples ranging from consumer behavior modeling \cite{19}, macroeconomic statistics \cite{14}, and sales forecasting \cite{8,40}, to early detection of cancers \cite{30,39} and disease monitoring at a national level \cite{18,21,32}.

Typically, individual-level studies rely on acquiring access to the (anonymized) search history of multiple users. However, this prompts significant ethical and privacy issues: search history often contains sensitive data on topics such as income, sexual orientation, religion, and health. Furthermore, anonymization has proven to be very difficult to guarantee \cite{17}. A case in point is the AOL search logs, which were released in 2006: several users were easily de-anonymized, leading to a public outcry that resulted in the resignation of AOL’s CTO \cite{44}. Therefore, search engine providers seldom, if ever, provide such data, even for research purposes.

On the other hand, estimating properties of a population may be done over aggregate data, i.e., how many users have searched for specific keywords over a time frame, which is much less sensitive. In particular, in this paper, we focus on inferring population health statistics from Web query data, and experiment with a use-case related to estimating the prevalence of a disease such as influenza \cite{18,21}. Unless the population and/or region size is very small, or the queries contain many outliers, aggregates do not permit de-anonymization. One possible data source for search statistics is Google, which offers services like Google Trends and the Health Trends API (see Section 2). However, it is still quite possible that these products will not be maintained or may cease in the future. Moreover, they might not provide information on specific keywords, or sufficient geographic granularity. Also, and perhaps more importantly, since aggregation is performed by a third party, it actually provides no privacy with respect to that party.

Aiming to fill this gap, this paper investigates how to privately crowd-source Web search data. To this end, a number of challenges need to be addressed, including: (i) recruitment and retention, (ii) human-computer interaction, and (iii) privacy. This paper primarily focuses on a technical solution to the privacy issue. In theory, a straightforward implementation to collect users’ Web search data, without the search engine’s involvement, would attempt to anonymize the user and transmit data to a trusted third party, which would then aggregate data before releasing it to a researcher. However, both steps involve significant risks to individuals’ privacy, with de-anonymization and security breaches of the third party being the most obvious.

By contrast, we propose a solution that does not require a fully trusted third party, and which only collects aggregate statistics on search behavior at a population level. More specifically, we present the Private Data Donor (PDD) platform. PDD consists of a lightweight Web browser extension, which users (data donors) install, and that monitors the searches performed by them. Users are assigned to groups, and each group uses a protocol based on homomorphic encryption to encrypt and transmit the number of times a user searched for specific queries to a server. For each user in the group, the server adds their encrypted count together. The resulting sum is an unencrypted value representing the aggregate count of the group. Data from each group is then aggregated to determine the counts for the entire population, so that at no time is the server able to determine the query frequencies of an individual.

\textbf{Contributions.} Overall, we make the following contributions:
(1) We propose PDD, a new platform to handle privacy-preserving crowd-sourcing of Web search queries, decentralized, and scaling up to millions of users.

(2) We analyze the impact of different system parameters on the behavior of our platform, aiming to find the best balance between the privacy of users and the utility of collected results.

(3) We study how our platform can be applied to a real-life use case, i.e., building a flu monitoring model.

(4) We implement and deploy our platform, and use it for real-life data collection.

2 RELATED WORK

Studies using Web searches. Search engines such as Google, Bing, DuckDuckGo, etc. respond to billions of queries every day [37]. Users ask search engines a wide range of questions, and these queries often include personal and contextually rich information. In 2016, Google reported that at least 1% of their searches were related to symptoms, and started to provide structured information about the health conditions associated to those symptoms [31]. Overall, Web searches can often be a treasure trove for researchers, with notable examples including the applications mentioned earlier [8, 14, 19, 40].
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Privacy-preserving data aggregation. Researchers have also studied the generic problem of collecting statistics from users in a privacy-preserving manner. To this end, cryptographic schemes have been proposed for privacy-preserving data aggregation, e.g., in the context of smart grids [20], wireless sensor networks [4], and streaming data [5, 26]. Our work builds on the homomorphic encryption protocol proposed in [26], which we review in Section 3.2; however, since it was originally designed for real-time applications like counting viewers of streaming videos, we need to address a number of challenges to adapt it to our setting (see Section 3.3).

An alternative approach is to add noise to the statistics so that they do not leak information about any particular individual, thus guaranteeing Differential Privacy (DP) [12]. Typically, this approach relies on a central curator, which receives raw data, aggregates it, applies a differentially-private algorithm, and releases the protected version of the data to researchers (see for example [25, 27]). However, this central entity needs to be a fully trusted entity and as such could be vulnerable to attacks or a subpoena. Another possible setup is known as local differential privacy, where noise is applied at the user-side before sending the data, thus preventing the entity collecting data from learning anything sensitive [13]. However, this requires very large numbers of users in order for the noise to cancel out and yield reasonably accurate results [16].

Privacy-preserving crowd-sourcing. Finally, prior work specific to crowd-sourcing data from users includes systems allowing third-parties to gather Web analytics [7, 15], location statistics [33], and surveys [10]. Some also provide DP guarantees [1, 6, 13]. As opposed to this line of work, we aim to provide a distributed platform that does not rely on: (i) a central anonymization server and, (ii) a persistent connection between the clients and the server.

3 PRIVACY-PRESERVING AGGREGATION

This section presents our approach to privacy-preserving collection of aggregate data, a key component of our PDD platform. After providing a high-level overview, we formalize the underlying protocol. We then discuss how to adapt it to build a large-scale system for crowd-sourcing Web searches; finally, we present the enhanced version, which we release, open-source, for public use.

3.1 Overview

Terminology. Throughout the paper, we use the following terms:

- Server: in PDD, the server is a piece of software running for an institution interested in gathering Web searches statistics.
- Users: people willing to contribute their searches (in aggregate form) to a research project. They install a client, i.e., a browser extension communicating with the server. We use the terms “users” and “clients” interchangeably in the rest of the paper.
- Query: a string that can interpreted by a search engine (e.g., Google, Bing, DuckDuckGo) to retrieve matching Web resources, e.g., “world cup odds,” “will it rain today,” etc.
- Monitored query: a query for which the server collects and provides statistics.
- Search: a query that was sent by a user to a search engine. A search is thus the association of a user, a query, and a timestamp.
- Analyst: a researcher having access to the data collected by PDD and using it for further analyses.

Data Aggregation. We build on an underlying privacy-preserving data collection protocol – specifically, the one presented by Melis et al. [26] – to create a fully-fledged crowd-sourcing platform for Web searches. The protocol encompasses three steps:
(1) **Setup**: Users willing to contribute their searches (in aggregate form) install a browser extension; upon installation, the extension generates a pair of cryptographic keys, registers itself to the server with its public key, and is assigned a client identifier.

(2) **Reporting**: Clients regularly obtain the set of monitored queries and the public keys of the other clients. They generate a (secret) blinding factor for each query, in such a way that the sum of blinding factors of all users, for a given query, will equal zero. Using their browsing history, clients fill a vector of counts, where each value corresponds to the number of times a monitored query was searched in the previous day: the vector is encrypted using the blinding factors and sent to the server.

(3) **Aggregation**: Once the server has received the encrypted vectors of all clients, it can decrypt the encrypted counts by summing them up.

Adapting Melis et al.’s protocol to our setting immediately prompts two main challenges. A first issue is the impact of a client being unable to report its encrypted data to the server; in this case, the sum of all blinding factors is not equal to zero, and the encrypted data cannot be decrypted by the server. In other words, a single user failing to report his data on a given day will result in the inability to retrieve the statistics for a particular day, which is not acceptable. Our PDD platform introduces two measures to build more reliability into the protocol: (1) We organize clients into smaller groups, each one running its own instance of the protocol; (2) We introduce some additional delay before “giving up,” leaving more time for clients to send their data.

Another issue is that [26] requires a persistent connection between the server and the clients. This allows the server to learn when users are online, which may introduce a new privacy threat, and also increases the load on the server. We remove this requirement by letting clients communicate with the server at most once a day, which significantly lowers the privacy threat.

### 3.2 Privacy-Preserving Aggregation

We now formally present Melis et al.’s protocol [26].

**Notation.** First, let us introduce notation, also summarized in Table 1. We use $N$ to denote the numbers of clients in the system, and $L$ the number of monitored queries. $C_i$, $i \in [1, N]$ denotes the $i$-th client, and $W_j$, $j \in [1, L]$ denotes the $j$-th monitored query. Let $\mathcal{G}$ be a cyclic group of prime order $q$ for which the Computational Diffie-Hellman problem [11] is hard, and $g$ be the generator of the same group. Also, we use a cryptographic hash function, $H : 0, 1^* \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q$, mapping strings of arbitrary length to integers. Let $"||"$ denote the string concatenation operator, and $a \in_r A$ indicate that $a$ is sampled at random for $A$.

**Algorithms.** The protocol involves the following algorithms:

- **Initialization.** Each client $C_i$ generates a private key $x_i \in_r \mathcal{G}$ and a public key $y_i = g^{x_i} \mod q$, and then sends its public key along with its identifier $i$ to the PDD server to be registered.

- **Encryption.** At each round $s$, client $C_i$ holds a counts vector $\hat{V}_i = (v_j \in \mathbb{N}, j \in [1, L])$, where $v_j$ represents the number of times the query $W_j$ was searched for. To encrypt this vector, client $C_i$ first generates a blinding factors vector:

$$K_{si} = \left( \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{N} H(y_j^x||\ell||s) \times (-1)^{i>j} \mod q, \ell \in [1, L] \right) \quad (1)$$

where $(-1)^{i>j} = -1$ for $i > j$ and 1 otherwise. Then, each $C_i$ encrypts its counts vector $V_{si}$ into an encrypted vector $\hat{V}_{si} = V_{si} + K_{si}$, which is then to be sent to the server.

- **Decryption.** Once the server has received the encrypted vectors for all clients at round $s$, it can decrypt it by summing them:

$$V_s = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \hat{V}_{si} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_{si} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} K_{si} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_{si} \quad . \quad (2)$$

Indeed, the sum of all $K_{si}$ is a zero vector:

$$\forall \ell \in [1, L], \sum_{i=1}^{N} K_{si} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{N} H(y_j^x||\ell||s) \times (-1)^{i>j} = 0. \quad (3)$$

### 3.3 Challenges

As mentioned above, using Melis et al.’s protocol [26] in our setting (i.e., crowd-sourcing Web searches) poses a few challenges, as it was designed for a different set of applications, namely, counting the viewers of streaming videos or the number of requests to Tor Hidden Service directories. In other words, [26] targets real-time data collection in a context where users are expected to be all online at the same time and the cryptographic code actually runs directly in the browser in Javascript (specifically, as a Node.js package). At some point, the server decides to gather statistics, issues a request to the clients to encrypt and send their counts, and decrypts/publishes the aggregate results after decrypting the clients’ contributions.

However, if some clients disconnect during the process, e.g., the user goes offline or closes the browser tab, the server will not receive some of the encrypted counts, and cannot decrypt the aggregate counts since the blinding factors no longer sum up to zero. Also, the protocol requires a persistent connection between clients and server (e.g., via a web-socket or a regular ping). We discuss these two challenges in more detail next.

**Disconnections.** To mitigate the issue of disconnections, [26] proposes two solutions: (1) organizing users in smaller groups, and (2) running a recovery protocol. Specifically, the protocol can be applied independently on several groups, and the decrypted count vectors of each group summed to obtain the global decrypted count vector. In this setting, the size of each group becomes a critical parameter, impacting both privacy (i.e., among how many other
users is each user hidden) and utility (i.e., the likelihood the group's count vector can be decrypted). Put simply, the larger the group, the better the privacy, but the more at risk is utility. Another open question, which was not handled in [26], is how to organize users into groups. At the same time, the recovery protocol allows the users that are still online to compute a recovery factor, which will then be used to "reverse" the effect of the blinding factors of missing users. However, users might in turn disconnect during this recovery protocol, making the recovery protocol fail in turn.

**Persistent connection.** In our setting, the need for a permanent bi-directional connection between the server and its clients is very undesirable, for two main reasons. First, having a permanent connection between the server and every client requires non-negligible computing resources, while we need the platform to be as operationally simple as possible, allowing researchers to deploy it on a single server with limited computing power. Second, this also raises orthogonal privacy issues, as the server will know the times at which users are online, learning information about users' behavior which can potentially be a side-channel for privacy attacks. In theory, privacy-preserving presence protocols have been proposed (e.g., [3]), but they rely on having multiple non-colluding servers, which we do not have.

**Requirements.** Overall, as mentioned, Melis et al.'s protocol [26] was designed for different applications, while we are interested in collecting Web searches. This distinction has two practical implications in the requirements of our platform: (1) Our client-side platform needs to access browsing history to collect the search queries (specifically, the monitored queries), thus, it needs to run as a browser extension (and not directly on a particular web page); (2) We do not need real-time statistics, but rather daily aggregates.

Next, we discuss how we modify the platform to accommodate our requirements and overcome these challenges.

### 3.4 Enhanced Aggregation Protocol

The main idea is that the server prepares itself at the beginning of every day to gather statistics about the past day. To do so, it pre-computes, each night, groups of clients based on their past activity patterns. Then, throughout the day, when they come online, clients ask the server which groups they are part of, and retrieve the list of monitored queries. Each user is only part of at most one group each day, but the server may return several groups for the past few days, if necessary to recover from past days where the user was inactive. Clients then use their browsing history to compute the counts vector for each requested group, encrypt it using the public keys of the other members of the group, and send the encrypted counts vectors to the server. In this setup, the round number \( r \) becomes the number of days elapsed since the data collection began.

**Handling disconnections.** As proposed in [26], we organize clients into groups. However, as we only have at most one contact with each client per day, the challenge is to be able to pre-compute groups without knowing for sure which users will be active the next 24 hours. To this end, we leverage historical knowledge about past clients' activity. More specifically, at the beginning of day \( d \), when statistics about day \( d - 1 \) need to be gathered, the server knows which clients were active during day \( d - 1 \). Therefore, the server includes only the clients active on day \( d - 1 \) in the groups formed on day \( d \), which reduces the number of clients actually involved in the protocol every day, and improves the reliability of the data collection. Indeed, the less users are involved in the protocol, the lower the probability that some of them will not be active on day \( d \) and hence the lower the probability to lose data.

Creating groups introduces, obviously, the need for setting a **group size**, which is a system parameter controlling the number of clients into each group. Concretely, groups formed at the beginning of day \( d \) are composed of only clients that were active on day \( d - 1 \), and affected to groups in a round-robin fashion. All groups will hence have the same number of clients, except one group which may contain less clients. We will explore, in Section 4.4, a more advanced strategy, selecting users by their past activity, trying to maximize the probability for them to be online.

Nonetheless, the main drawback of pre-computing groups is that there is still a risk that some clients involved in the protocol will not be active the next day, which may prevent the encrypted data from some groups to be decrypted. For that reason, we introduce the notion of a **delay**, i.e., a number of days during which the server will wait for the encrypted counts to be sent by the clients. Waiting a few more days will allow the inactive clients to come online later on, thus improving the quality of the results.

**Removing persistent connections.** Because clients only contact the server at most once a day, the privacy threats are dramatically lowered as compared to having a persistent connection, because the server does not anymore know, in real-time, which users are active. It also significantly lowers the computational pressure on the server, which is only expected to handle a couple of requests from each client every day. (Rate limiting strategies should also be used to protect against DDoS attacks [43].)

**Confidence.** It might still happen that a client does not come online on day \( d \), and neither in the additional delay that may be granted. In that case, it means that the encrypted data for this client, and for all this group, will never be decrypted and is considered as lost. Although lost data should be considered impossible to recover at that point, we can provide a confidence measure to the data analysts, computed as the ratio of successfully decrypted users. This adds transparency to the figures provided to them by the PDD platform.

**Threat Model.** The security of this approach relies on that of the aggregation scheme presented by Melis et al. [26], which is proven secure in the honest-but-curious (Hbc) model under the Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption [2]. Here the Hbc model means that both the clients and the server, although they may attempt to violate privacy of their counterparts, do not deviate from the protocol specification. For instance, malicious users could report fake values in order to invalidate the final aggregation values, while the server could maliciously manipulate the number and identity of clients in the same group. This is a common assumption in cryptography, which can be mitigated using verifiable tools such as zero-knowledge proofs, cryptographic commitments, and code attestation. We leave such extensions as part of future work, as they are orthogonal to the challenges we face in this work.

### 3.5 Example

To clarify how our platform works, we use an example, as pictured in Figure 1. We consider five clients \((A, \ldots, E)\), who participate in
data collection, a group size of two, and a delay of one additional day. At the beginning of day 1, A, B, C and E, who were seen online on day 0, are put into two groups of two clients each. On day 1, A, B and C were seen online, as well as client D, who is not part of any group. Then, A, B and C will be tasked with sending their encrypted count vectors to the server, while D will not have any task to perform. At the end of day 1, data of group 1.0 has been decrypted, but data of group 1.1 is still missing E’s counts vector.

At the beginning of day 2, A, B, C, D (who were seen online on day 1) are put into two groups. At the end of day 2, because E has eventually come online within the one additional day of delay, data of group 1.1 has been decrypted. However, groups 2.0 and 2.1 are still un-decrypted, because A, B and C were not online on day 2. At the end of day 3, group 2.1 has been decrypted within the one-day delay, but group 2.0 is lost since A was not active on days 2 and 3. Eventually, data for day 0 has been made available at the end of day 2 (with a confidence of 100%), while data for day 1 has been made available at the end of day 3 (with a confidence of 50%). Overall, this simple example illustrates the usefulness of both dividing users into groups (allowing to decrypt half of the data for day 1) and the additional delay (allowing to decrypt all, instead of only half, of data for day 0).

4 CONFIGURING PDD THROUGH SIMULATION

We use extensive simulations to determine the configuration of the PDD platform. Specifically, we evaluate the impact of the two main system parameters (see Section 3.4): the group size and the delay. As PDD is a distributed system, potentially involving thousands or even millions of users, we use simulation to better understand its behavior and test different parameterizations.

4.1 The PDD Simulator

We now introduce the simulation environment used in our experiments. It involves two distinct modules, simulating: (1) user activity, and (2) the PDD protocol itself. The former simulates how users interact with their browser, while the latter simulates the interaction between clients and the server. The simulator is implemented in Python (for data pre-processing and analysis) and Scala (for the main workflow).

**User activity module.** The user activity module is made of three distinct parts, each simulating: (i) connectivity, i.e., which days users are active and using their browser, (ii) search volume, i.e., how many searches users are performing on active days, and (iii) search content, i.e., what are users actually looking for.

Overall, accurately simulating users’ browsing activity is a very challenging task, mainly due to the lack of publicly available datasets. To overcome this challenge, we turn to the datasets released by Mozilla in 2010 to shed light on how users interact with their browsers [28]. We use the most complete dataset, which contains data for 4,802 users, collected over a week in December 2009. For each user, we have the number of browsing sessions (i.e., how many times each user started his browser during the week) and the average duration of those browsing sessions. We use the data to “replay” such sessions since, unfortunately, the dataset does not contain the times at which users were active. We obtain a distribution with the number of days (out of seven) during which the users have been effectively using their browser. Due to the randomness of this process, we run 100 iterations, and eventually select the Beta distribution with the lowest distance, according to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [24]. More specifically, we end up with a Beta distribution with $\alpha = 2.2170$ and $\beta = 0.4634$.

The original frequencies and the fitted distribution are shown in Figure 2. Note that the fitted distribution has a mean of 82.7% – i.e., on average, users are using their browsers between 5 and 6 days every week. This is consistent with a more recent study from Mozilla [9], which reports how long Mozilla’s data scientists have to wait for telemetry data to be available, estimating that, on average, 95% of telemetry data was received within a single day. For each user, we sample a number of active days from the Beta distribution, scaled to the total number of days considered in our experiments (rounded to the closest integer). Simulations in Section 4 involve 100k simulated users over 100 days.

---

**Figure 1:** Example of how users can be added to groups based on their past activity.

**Figure 2:** Distribution of users’ activity.

**Figure 3:** Distribution of search volume.
Next, we simulate search volume using the Yahoo dataset [35], which provides search logs collected over a month (July 2010), featuring 29M users, 67k unique queries and 80M searches. From this dataset, we extract the daily number of queries performed by each user, and fit a normal distribution on it ($\mu = 1.3020, \sigma^2 = 0.7603$). Figure 3 reports the original data along with the fitted distribution. For every day a user is active, we sample a number of searches to be performed from the distribution (rounded to the closest integer). Finally, we simulate searches by extracting the frequency of each of query included in Yahoo’s dataset, which spans over an entire month. Note that the data is truncated after more than 10k searches of a given query, which may limit the precision of the simulation for very frequent queries. However, it still allows us to capture that a few queries are searched very often (e.g., 2k queries more than 10k times), with a long tail of infrequent queries (e.g., 11k queries less than 10 times). We simulate searches by randomly sampling a query from this distribution, as a random choice weighted by the frequency of each query.

**PDD module.** This module trivially simulates the behavior of the PDD server by implementing the protocol described in Section 3.4. We assume that network communication is reliable (using TCP), thus, we do not need to simulate network communications and failures. Because we rely on simulation instead of a real-life system, we also have access to the ground-truth data (i.e., the $V_{si}$’s, the counts vectors of each client at each round), which we can use to evaluate our solution. The simulation essentially produces as output, for every day, a report about the true count and estimated count (i.e., after decrypting data) of each query, the total number of searches and the confidence.

**Evaluation metric.** We use the mean relative error (MRE) of the decrypted counts as the main metric to evaluate the quality of the collected data, averaged out across all queries, all users, and all rounds. Formally, it is defined as:

$$\text{MRE} = \frac{1}{|\{V_{si} \neq 0\}|} \sum_{V_{si} \neq 0} \frac{V_{si} - \tilde{V}_{si}}{V_{si}}, \quad (4)$$

where $\tilde{V}_{si}$ is the estimated counts vector received by the server for client $C_i$ at round $s$. In practice, $\tilde{V}_{si} = V_{si}$ if the data of client $C_i$ was successfully decrypted at round $s$, or $\tilde{V}_{si} = (0, \ldots, 0)$ otherwise.

### 4.2 Group Size

We start by using simulations to study the impact of the group size. First, users are put into groups following the heuristic described in Section 3.4, considering only the users who were online the previous day, i.e., at day $d$, $|C_i| \in C(n_d-1(C_i))$.

Group size is inherently responsible for the trade-off between privacy and utility. Here the level of privacy provided to the users is akin to $k$-anonymity [12], meaning that every client part of an aggregate will be hidden among $k-1$ other clients being part of the same aggregate, whereas, utility is measured via MRE as discussed above. On the one hand, creating groups of very few clients would yield near-optimal utility, but at the cost of providing little or no privacy to the users. On the other hand, putting all clients into a single group would provide the best levels of privacy, but can dramatically decrease the utility, since even a single client not sending its data will prevent the decryption of everybody’s data. It also means that system designers have no control on the impact that increasing/decreasing numbers of clients will have.

Therefore, we seek to find a middle ground, providing reasonable privacy guarantees, while still allowing reported counts to be accurate enough for data analysts to work with it. In Figure 4, we report the impact of the group size on the MRE of decrypted counts with a delay of two days. We report results with group sizes between 10 and 1000, as suggested in [26]. We note that MRE varies between 16% and 100%, increasing quite quickly: a group size of 10 already yields an 81% MRE. The privacy-utility trade-off is pretty clear: groups should not be too small because of privacy (in fact, we would not recommend less than 50 clients per group), however, large group sizes do not seem very practical, e.g., MRE is 100% with 750 users per group. Therefore, in Sections 4.3–4.5, we will experiment with group sizes between 50 and 500, and study how we can improve the utility without degrading privacy.

### 4.3 Delay

Next, we study the impact of utility when waiting for a few more days to provide aggregate counts to the analysts. As opposed to the group size, the delay does not play a central role in the privacy-utility trade-off, as it does not impact the privacy. Instead, it imposes a trade-off between utility and the availability of the results. Figure 5a shows the evolution of MRE with delay varying between 0 and 5 days, for group size $g \in \{50, 100, 500\}$. We note a significant positive impact on MRE starting with a delay of two days.

Choosing the right delay is inherently application-dependent: some use-cases might accommodate well delays of a week, while others need near-real-time results. Nevertheless, Figure 5a shows that a group size of 500 is still not very practicable, because the MRE remains around 80% in the best case, while groups of 50 clients with 5 days of delay reduces MRE to 15%.

Our simulations also highlight that some errors are not recoverable, even while waiting up to five additional days. We believe this is due to the behavior of users, as shown in Figure 2, with a very small fraction of the users being active only once in a while. Next, we study how to mitigate the impact of inactive users on MRE.

### 4.4 Improving Client Selection

Aiming to improve the privacy-utility trade-off presented above, we present a novel approach to organize clients in groups. The basic idea is to only put into groups clients that are likely to be active the next few days, assuming that some additional delay is allowed.
Indeed, we want to maximize the probability that all users inside groups will be active in the next days, even if it implies losing out on the data of some users that are generally not very active.

Ideally, one would rely on machine learning techniques to learn user behavior patterns. However, because of the lack of real-life browser usage traces, this approach is not viable since we would not be able to effectively train prediction models. Therefore, we set to improve our heuristic to select users to put into groups more effectively. As shown in Figure 2, while most users are active every day, there is a non-negligible tail of users that are much less active.

Basically, if we have a delay of $\delta$ days, we want to only select users that are active on average at least one out of $\delta$ days. More formally, at the beginning of day $d$, when the delay is configured to $\delta$ days, we only select users satisfying the following constraint:

$$\left\{ C_i \in \mathcal{C}[o_{d-1}(C_i)] \land \frac{|\{d' \in [0, d - 2], o_{d'}(C_i)\}|}{d - 1} \geq \frac{1}{\delta} \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The above criterion is applied when $\delta > 0$ and $d > \delta$, meaning that we effectively have some additional delay and have accumulated enough data about users’ past behavior to decide whether it is worth including them into a group.

Figure 5b shows the impact of this new heuristic on MRE. When compared to Figure 5a, we observe a noticeable decrease in the error. For instance, with a group size of 100 and 2 days of delay, the MRE goes from 0.82 to 0.60 (a 26% improvement). In fact, the best improvements with the heuristic are obtained with 2 days of delay. With 1 day of delay, we do not have enough past activity history to yield enough impact, while further increasing the delay is sufficient to lower MRE without the need for our heuristic.

4.5 Building Confidence in the Platform

Finally, we set to provide a confidence metric to the analysts in order to capture the expected quality of the aggregate statistics. Essentially, we use the percentage of users that were successfully involved in the data collection process. That is, we define confidence as the ratio of clients whose data was successfully decrypted and the total number of clients who were active on the target day. For example, a confidence of 60% for day $d$ means that we were able to decrypt data for 60% out of all clients who were active that day. Recall that the missing counts can be due to clients that never sent their encrypted counts to the server, or by clients who were part of a group where a client never sent their data.

In Figure 6, we plot the evolution of the confidence depending on the delay and the group size. Unsurprisingly, this is closely related to MRE (cf. Figure 5b), i.e., a high MRE is associated to low confidence. However, while MRE can only be computed through simulation (since it relies on the ground truth), confidence can actually be computed in real production environments. Therefore, we believe it can constitute a simple yet effective tool for analysts to understand the accuracy of the statistics at their disposal. However, it is not so easy to understand the actual impact of MRE, and what is the threshold differentiating between a “good enough” and a “bad” MRE. In the next section, we will experiment with the PDD platform on a real-life use-case, and study the actual impact of the privacy “layer” on the accuracy of the results obtained by analysts.

5 BUILDING A SYNDROMIC SURVEILLANCE MODEL FOR INFLUENZA-LIKE ILLNESS

In this section, we experiment with a health-related use-case, showing how data collected through PDD can be used to monitor the prevalence of influenza-like illness (ILI). By using an established model for this task that provides a significant level of accuracy [21, 22], we are particularly interested in quantifying the impact that introducing PDD may have on its performance.
5.1 Methodology
Starting from the simulator described in Section 4.1, we modified the users’ activity module to sample the searches from a set of actual flu-related queries. More specifically, we use data from Google Health Trends to accurately model the behavior of users when interacting with the Google search engine. We retrieve the daily frequencies of 1k flu-related queries from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2017 (10 years). We follow the approach presented in [23] to extract and filter queries based on their semantic relationship with the topic of flu. Note that we only have access to frequencies (and not absolute counts), i.e., the number of times a query was issued over the total number of queries issued that day. For every query, we fit a frequency distribution using a maximum likelihood estimation. We split the queries in two classes: sparse queries, which are fitted to a beta distribution, and denser queries, fitted to a generalized extreme value distribution. During the simulation, we use those distributions to sample, for each query and every day, a frequency. In total, the added frequencies of the 1k queries of interest account on average for about 0.34% of the daily number of searches. This means that, as opposed to the previous behavior, the large majority of the searches that are generated are not of interest for influenza modeling. Consequently, we run a much larger-scale simulation in order to collect enough search samples, even for sparse queries; to this end, we simulate 1 million users over 20 years, which yields 825k samples for the 1k queries of interest. We use a delay of 2 days and a group size of 100 clients.

We then use the outputs of the simulation to compute daily query frequency estimates, which are then compared with their corresponding true values. We use a relative error metric, i.e., $(f_t - f_e)/f_t$, where $f_t$, $f_e$, denote the true and the estimated query frequency, respectively. Note that, on the frequency space, errors may be positive as well as negative. Given that positive and negative errors have different properties, we model them separately using two Weibull distributions per query (different distribution parameters for each query). Moreover, we capture the overall tendency for positive versus negative errors during daily data extracts, modeled by a Gaussian distribution. We filter out queries with less than a 100 nonzero true frequency estimates from this process, as their error samples are very sparse (466 from 1k queries were kept).

Finally, we use the fitted error distributions to introduce errors to true query frequencies from Google Health Trends. We rely on a two-step sampling process, where first the error signs are drawn for all queries for particular day, and then for each query, based on its allocated error sign, a relative error is drawn from its positive or negative error distribution. We deploy 50 sign draws per day, and for each one 50 error distribution draws per query, which generates 2,500 query frequency data sets where errors have been propagated.

5.2 Evaluating the Impact of PDD
Next, we set to assess the effect of the errors discussed above in the context of a practical task. To this end, we used the estimated query frequency datasets as inputs for modeling ILI rates in England – a well-studied task in the literature [18, 21, 23, 41].

Model structure. Disease rate estimation from online search data is commonly formulated as a regression task [18, 21]. The aim is to learn a function $g: X \to y$ that maps the input space of search query frequencies, $X \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$, to the target variable, $y \in \mathbb{R}^n$, representing disease rates; $n$ denotes the number of samples and $m$ is the number of unique search queries we are considering. The time interval for each sample is set to a week to match the frequency of syndromic surveillance reports. Here, we use elastic net [47] as our regression function, similarly to previous work on the topic [21, 22]. Elastic net combines $\ell_1$-norm and $\ell_2$-norm regularization to obtain sparse solutions and to address model consistency problems that arise when collinear predictors exist in the input space [45]. It is formulated by the following optimization problem:

$$\argmin_{w, \beta} \left( \|y - Xw - \beta\|_2^2 + \lambda_1 \|w\|_1^2 + \lambda_2 \|w\|_1 \right),$$

where $\lambda_1 > 0$, $\lambda_2 > 0$ are respectively the $\ell_1$-norm and $\ell_2$-norm regularization parameters, and $\beta$ denotes the intercept term.

Metrics. We assess the performance of elastic net models in estimating ILI rates in England during three flu seasons (2014–2017). Test periods are 1-year long (52 weeks) and training sets include all data prior to the corresponding test period. Prior to applying elastic net, we filter out queries with a Pearson correlation $< 0.3$ with the ground truth (per training set). We measure performance using mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and Pearson correlation ($r$).

Results. We report performance figures in Table 2. Overall, we see that the average performance (based on the 2,500 trials) obtained by the estimated query frequency data does not differ much to the one obtained by the error-free data. There is a 9.7% increase in MAE, a 1.6% decrease in correlation, while RMSE remains unaffected. Figure 7 depicts ILI rate estimates across all the test periods in comparison to ground truth data. We plot the mean ILI rate across the 2,500 trials and use two standard deviations as a confidence interval. There are minor differences in the estimates of the privacy-preserving and true frequency models, although overall the time series appear as visually similar.

Overall, our analysis shows that both provide good estimates of the actual ILI rates, which serves as a practical indication that the error introduced by the privacy-preserving scheme does not severely affect the utility of the search data.
6 REAL-WORLD DEPLOYMENT

As mentioned earlier, we have implemented PDD as a fully-functional platform, which is freely available to health researchers. In this section, we detail our prototype, presenting its architecture as well as a real-world experiment with it.

6.1 System Architecture

PDD follows a classical client-server architecture, as depicted in Figure 8. The client-side is deployed to each user as a browser extension for Google Chrome/Chromium. The server is hosted by the research institution in charge of running the data collection campaign. A Web dashboard is also available to administrators and data analysts, allowing them to tune the data collection parameters and to export the results once they are available.

Server. The PDD server is the central component of our architecture, implementing three core services. First, it provides the concept of a campaign, which corresponds to a set of queries being monitored over some period of time. Several campaigns can be running independently in parallel, allowing different research teams to rely on a common crowd-sourcing infrastructure for their research. Second, the server is in charge of regularly initializing empty count vectors. Once a day, it scans the active campaigns and clients and organizes the latter into groups according to the algorithms described in Section 4. One or several empty count vectors are then initialized for each client that is expected to contribute some data to one or more campaigns. Each time a client pings the server, the latter will look for all those yet-to-be-filled vectors, and asks the client for the missing data. Third, the server is responsible for the aggregation of count vectors. Once a day, this service collects the encrypted vectors sent by the clients, decrypts them whenever possible, and updates the global count vector for the target day.

Each campaign has its own system parameters (i.e., delay and group size) as well as a distinct list of queries of interest. Note that, while Section 3 only describes the ability of monitoring queries, our implementation can monitor both keywords as well as queries. That is, by splitting every search around whitespaces, we can extract tokens and monitor the searches that contain them or combinations of them. For instance, instead of monitoring the query “symptoms of flu,” an analyst might choose to track the keywords “symptoms” and “flu,” allowing to match different variations such as “flu symptoms.”

Communication between the clients and the server is through a REST API, secured by TLS. The REST API itself is divided in two parts: a public and a private APIs. The former is accessible to the clients and essentially contains three endpoints: (i) client registration, used when a Chrome extension is installed, (ii) ping, used by clients to get their instructions, and (iii) vector submission, used to update the vectors back as instructed by the server. The latter is only accessible to the analysts and is used for administrative operations. The server is written in Scala (a language running on the Java Virtual Machine), while the dashboard in Javascript. The data is stored in a MySQL database, although the persistence layer is designed to be pluggable to accommodate other storage systems.

Client. The client-side is implemented as a Google Chrome extension, although it can be ported to other browsers, such as Firefox, with minimal effort. The extension includes 733 source lines of code written in Javascript. The main goal of the extension is to contact the server on a daily basis (whenever possible) via a ping. The response of a ping is a set of instructions about some information to compute in order to fill empty count vectors. Each instruction contains a set of monitored queries, the period of interest (typically a day), the round number and the public keys of the members of the group. The client is then in charge of computing the count vectors, thanks to the API provided by Chrome1, by locating the Google searches from their URL, extracting the query, tokenizing it into keywords and aggregating them with respect to the set of monitored keywords. This vector is then encrypted, using the public keys provided and round number, and sent back to the server.

The browser extension also has a lightweight interface for the user, providing transparency about the collection process. Notably, it allows the user to see which searches are going to be sent to the PDD server at the beginning of the next day. If the user does

---

1https://developer.chrome.com/extensions/history
not want some of this data to be contributed (even though it is aggregated and encrypted), he has the option of creating a blacklist. The latter contains a list of keywords that the user does not want to be sent to the server, permanently.

**Source Code.** The PDD platform is available in open source, under the GNU General Public License v3, on GitHub. The Chrome extension is also available on the Chrome Web Store.

### 6.2 Real-World Experiment

In order to experiment with our prototype and real-life users, we used the Prolific.ac [29] website to recruit a pool of (paid) volunteers. Our study received ethics approval from University College London. In total, we ran two studies. The first one aimed to validate that the system was actually working and reliably collecting data, and involved 10 participants for a week. A couple of months later, we launched a larger-scale study involving 100 participants over two weeks. In the following, we report on the latter.

Participants were asked to install our Chrome extension and leave it active, but were not otherwise asked to alter their behavior in any way. We only required them to be active for at least 10 days (out of 14 in total), in order to prevent dishonest participants claiming a reward without actually contributing any data. Because the season was not favorable to experiment with flu-related searches (it was done during summer 2018), we instead monitored the usage of the 10k most common English words.

**User behavior.** To analyze the activity of the participants, in Figure 9, we show the number of daily active users throughout our experiment. The plot highlights that there are indeed variations in the number of daily active users, varying between 60% and 90%. This also confirms that we cannot realistically expect, even with as little as 100 paid users, that all users will be active on a single day. In fact, on average, users were active 10 days out of 14. Overall, we detected a total of 3000 to 5000 keywords per day. This rather high number is due to the fact that we are monitoring the 10k most common English words, meaning that each search will likely generate several keywords, one for each of the common words in it.

**Error.** Because we had a small number of users, we used a group size of only 10, fixing the delay to 2 days. Figure 10 plots the confidence throughout the 14 days of our experiment. The average confidence is 71.3%, even though there are significant variations.

Note that the results for the first day exhibit very low confidence, because of the participants who left the experiment and were never active again. The confidence for day 7 is also low at 28%; it corresponds to a turning point between both a peak of active users at day 5 and the lowest number of active users at day 9 (cf. Figure 9), meaning the users’ future activity was overestimated when creating groups for day 7.

**Performance.** The PDD server is packaged as a Docker image and deployed on a single virtual machine equipped with $4 \times 2.1$ GHz and 16 GB of RAM. Over the 2 weeks, the user CPU usage was on average 0.2%, while the memory consumption was on average 2.1GB. We did not experience any crash, and the resource usage leaves plenty of room to grow to more users.

### 7 CONCLUSION

This paper introduced PDD, a platform enabling researchers to access crowd-sourced Web searches, collected in a privacy-friendly way. We built on an existing cryptographic protocol for privacy-preserving data aggregation [26], adapted it to our settings, and evaluated our solution through extensive simulations. In particular, we highlighted the importance of two parameters, delay (i.e., the number of days to wait for the results) and group size (i.e., the anonymity of users). We then validated the suitability of our approach on a real-life use case, building a model monitoring the prevalence of influenza from Web searches. We compared the quality of the model produced when using PDD to both ground truth and the model obtained from raw Google searches, and observed very similar performance. Finally, we deployed our PDD prototype in the wild and ran a small pilot deployment involving 100 paid participants, achieving a reasonable confidence (more than 70%) while keeping resource requirements low.

Although we focus on health-related use cases, we believe that PDD can accommodate other contexts. Overall, we envision the opportunity to build a fully-fledged privacy-preserving analytics platform on top of this work, paving the way to more use cases while enforcing strict privacy guarantees. Our experimental evaluation showed opportunities to improve even more the way we select and organize users into groups; we believe that leveraging machine learning, in addition to our heuristics, could greatly increase the confidence while lowering error. In future work, we also plan to study the feasibility of possible inference attacks against aggregate statistics (e.g., membership [34]), and mitigate them using differentially private mechanisms.
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